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Abstract Studies employing functional magnetic resonance imaging have identiﬁed the human frontal eye
ﬁeld as being in the anterior and partly in the posterior
wall, as well as at the base of the precentral sulcus.
Moreover, it is known that the frontal eye ﬁeld extends
rostrally to the superior frontal sulcus. According to
Brodmann’s cytoarchitectonic map, this region belongs
to the dysgranular Brodmann area 6 of the premotor
cortex. However, the frontal eye ﬁeld in non-human
primates has been located within the arcuate sulcus in
Brodmann area 8, generating considerable debate about
where to locate exactly the frontal eye ﬁeld in humans.
Functional studies of the primate frontal eye ﬁeld have
revealed a principal homology of voluntary saccadic
control systems in human and old-world monkeys,
especially the macaque. But these homologies seem to be
contradicted by the reported topographic localization at
the cytoarchitectonic level. Therefore, we studied the
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cytoarchitectonic structure of the posterior bank of the
precentral sulcus of a human brain, employing newly
developed spatial mapping techniques to provide data
about whether or not this region should be considered
cytoarchitecturally homogeneous or heterogeneous. We
used functional magnetic resonance imaging results, as
an initial guide in localizing a region which is activated
by saccadic tasks. A maximum of activation was detected around the junction of the superior frontal sulcus
and the precentral sulcus extending 1.5 cm along the
precentral sulcus in direction of the lateral sulcus. Here,
one human brain has been analyzed to obtain preliminary data about the cytoarchitectonical changes of a
part of area 6. Statistical analysis of the three-dimensional architectonic data from this region allowed us to
identify a zone at the posterior bank, which in other
studies has been associated with a functional region that
controls pursuit eye movements and performs sensoryto-motor transformations. We found two signiﬁcant
sectors along the ventral part of the posterior bank of
the precentral sulcus. The caudal transition region
coincides partly with a region that integrates retinal and
eye position signals for target location, arm, and axial
movements. The second more ventrally located region is
attributed to process oral-facial movements. The caudal
transition region coincides with our functional magnetic
resonance imaging investigation. It was revealed that
this region lies at the inferior frontal eye ﬁeld, where a
pronounced activation over a larger region can be
stimulated. Currently, more studies are needed to combine functional magnetic resonance imaging data of
maximal activation with data from whole histologic
brain sections of more individuals and to quantify the
variability of this region and its sub-regions by means of
a standardized brain atlas.
Keywords Human brain Æ Frontal eye ﬁeld Æ
Brodmann’s area 6ÆMapping Æ Precentral
sulcus Æ Superior frontal sulcus Æ
fMRI Æ Cytoarchitectonic mapping
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Abbreviations 3D: three-dimensional Æ BA: Brodmann’s
area Æ BOLD: blood oxygen level dependent Æ CS:
central sulcus Æ EPI: echo planar imaging Æ FEF:
frontal eye ﬁeld Æ FOV: ﬁeld of view Æ iFEF: inferior
frontal eye ﬁeld Æ fMRI: functional magnetic resonance
imaging Æ L: layer, lamina Æ LIP: lateral intraparietal
area Æ MNI: Montreal Neurologic Institute Æ MRI:
magnetic resonance imaging Æ NeuN: neuronal nuclear
protein Æ PET: positron emission tomography Æ PCS:
precentral sulcus Æ PMd: dorsal superior premotor
cortex Æ PMd-caudal: caudal part of the dorsal
premotor cortex Æ PMd-rostral: rostral part of the
dorsal premotor cortex Æ PMv: ventral inferior
premotor cortex Æ PMv-caudal: caudal part of the
ventral premotor cortex Æ PMv-rostral: rostral part of
the ventral premotor cortex Æ Pocg: postcentral
gyrus Æ ROI: region of interest Æ Prcg: precentral
gyrus Æ SEF: supplementary eye ﬁeld Æ sFEF: superior
frontal eye ﬁeld Æ SWM: spatial working memory
task Æ T1: longitudinal relaxation time Æ TE: echo
time Æ TR: repetition time Æ VOI: volume of interest

Introduction
The discovery of the frontal eye ﬁeld (FEF) and further
eye ﬁelds of the cerebral cortex was ﬁrst described by
Ferrier (1875), who performed electrical stimulation of
the frontal lobe of the macaque monkey brain and observed a movement of the eyes to the contralateral side.
Further studies have located the FEF and supplementary eye ﬁeld (SEF) in the brains of these primates
(Macaca fascicularis, Macaca mulatta) and shown that
the FEF lies along the dorsal part of the arcuate sulcus,
as part of Brodmann’s area (BA) 8 while the SEF is in
the dorso-medial frontal lobe anterior to the supplementary motor area (Stanton et al. 1989, 1993, 1995). A
third region, the parietal eye ﬁeld, is located in the lateral
intra-parietal area.
The FEF is primarily concerned with eye movements
that serve to image important scenes of the visual world
on the fovea of the retina (foveation) (Chalupa and
Werner 2004), and it is the main cortical area for generation of all types of voluntary saccades, as well as for
smooth pursuit eye movements (Chalupa and Werner
2004). Functionally, the FEF elicits saccades in general,
including subtypes of visually guided saccades and selfpaced saccades (Sweeney et al. 1996; Muri et al. 1998;
Heide et al. 2001).
In hominidae (e.g., gorilla [Gorilla gorilla], orangutan
[Pongo pygmaeus], chimpanzee [Pan troglodyte]) the
frontal lobe does not possess an arcuate sulcus (Brauer
and Schober 1970). Thus, the location and function of
the human homologue of the FEF has been a matter of
debate for many years (for a review see Schall 1997;
Tehovnik 2000). However, electrical stimulation of a
region behind, within, and before the precentral sulcus
(PCS) of the human brain has been shown to provoke

eye movements (Penﬁeld and Jasper 1954; Godoy et al.
1990; Lobel et al. 2001; Blanke and Seeck 2003). Furthermore, there seems to be a cortical map directing
movement that is implemented within the PCS (Rasmussen and Penﬁeld 1948).
Studies using positron emission tomography (PET) to
determine the regional cerebral blood ﬂow have shown
that in contrast with the FEF of macaque monkeys, the
human FEF is not located in BA 8 but instead in a
region where BA 6 should be expected (Fox et al. 1985;
Petit et al. 1993, 1996; Anderson et al. 1994; Paus 1996).
fMRI experiments at a higher spatial resolution have
provided evidence that the FEF in humans is located
around the lateral part of the PCS, extending above its
junction with the superior frontal sulcus involving
adjacent areas of the precentral gyrus (O’Driscoll et al.
2000; Heide et al. 2001; Rosano et al. 2002).
As reported by Ono (1990), the sulcus pattern of this
region is complex and displays a high inter-individual
variability. The author also identiﬁed four principal
types of sulcus patterns that are not necessarily symmetrical with respect to the left and right hemispheres.
Taking these characteristics into consideration, we ﬁnd
it diﬃcult to provide a general prediction of the exact
location of the FEF in an individual brain at the macroscopic level of gyrus and sulcus extensions.
Generally speaking, the FEF lies in the vicinity of the
PCS and/or in the depth of the caudalmost part of the
superior frontal. In a review of several PET-studies,
Paus (1996) summarizes the coordinates of the FEF in
Talairach–Tournoux-space (Tailarach and Tournoux
1993). It ranges for both hemispheres in the rostrocaudal direction from 6 to 1 mm (y-axis), dorso-ventral between 44 and 51 mm (z-axis), and in the mediolateral direction for the left hemisphere from 24 to
40 mm and for the right one from 21 mm to 40 mm.
Recent high-resolution fMRI studies (Courtney et al.
1998; Luna et al. 1998; Berman et al. 1999; Petit and
Haxby 1999; O’Driscoll et al. 2000; Heide et al. 2001)
suggest that the FEF seems not to extend anterior to the
PCS into the middle frontal gyrus—the so-called oculogyric area—as previously reported (Duke-Elder and
Wybar 1961), or/and BA 8 (Foerster 1931), or myeloarchitectonic region 55 (Vogt 1926). Instead, the FEF
appears to be located more dorsal within the frontal
lobe. Indeed, higher-resolution research and new
experimental paradigms for fMRI studies (Heide et al.
2001) have demonstrated the existence of two separate
portions of the FEF along the PCS: (i) a superior, dorsomedial portion centered at the superior part of the PCS
and extending dorsally toward the posterior end of the
superior frontal sulcus, and (ii) an inferior, ventro-lateral portion centered around the middle part of the PCS
and extending into the precentral gyrus (Duvernoy 1999;
Picard and Strick 2001; Rizzolatti et al. 2002). The
location of oculomotor-related activity in these distinct
regions of the PCS but not in areas rostral to it suggests
a functional specialization of these cortical areas as
being exclusive to the human FEF.
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Previous cytoarchitectonic studies deﬁned such regions, as homogeneous parts of the premotor cortex,
which are dysgranular and agranular, respectively, as
well as transitional and they do not diﬀerentiate the
PCS from adjacent rostral regions (Brodmann 1909;
Bailey and von Bonin 1951). However, other investigators have observed distinct rostral–occipital diﬀerences, which were designated as FB , FC (B) and FC
region (von Economo and Koskinas 1925); 6a, 6, 6p
and 6op regions (Sarkissov et al. 1955); 39bL, 38b,
39bb, 39c, 40b, 40L, 42d-L and 44a regions (Ngowyang
1934); 6aa, 6ab, 6ba and 6bb regions (Vogt and Vogt
1919; Foerster 1931); the frontomotoric zone of Sanides consists of ﬁve sub-regions: 37–42 (Sanides 1962)
(Table 1). Descriptive myeloarchitectonic investigations
diﬀerentiated up to eight areas (Vogt 1910: area 38–44,
55) (Strasburger 1937: 37–39, 41a, 42, 44, and 55b) and
a quantitative mapping study (Schmitt et al. 2004a)
provided evidence of a subdivision of BA 6 into rostrooccipital parts. At the very least, pigmentarchitectonic
ﬁndings present a convincing argument for the existence of a homogeneous region (Braak 1980).
How and where to delineate subregions within BA
6, and where to locate the boundaries of the FEF at
the cytoarchitectonic level, are challenging questions.
Yet immuno-histochemical investigations using highresolution fMRI and stereological quantiﬁcation have
provided some answers (Rosano et al. 2002, 2003).
These investigations provided evidence for the location
of the human FEF at the lip and anterior wall
extending into the depth of the PCS and partly
extending to its posterior bank (Picard and Strick 2001;
Rizzolatti et al. 2002; Rosano et al. 2002).
However, Rosano et al. (2003) characterized the
human FEF according to the comparative presence and

distribution of neuronal nuclear protein, calbindin,
calretinin and nonphosphorylated neuroﬁlament by
means of immuno-histochemistry. But current knowledge remains insuﬃcient with respect to the spatial
extension and its inter-individual variability. Recently
developed mapping techniques operating on complete
series of histologic sections at high spatial resolutions
(Schmitt et al. 2002, 2003) are promising and they
provide more detailed structural information about the
spatial location of cytoarchitectonic FEF compartments.
As a cytoarchitectonic clue, the FEF can be characterized in humans (Rosano et al. 2002, 2003) and primates (Stanton et al. 1989, 1993, 1995; Rosano et al.
2002, 2003) by the appearance of clusters of large
pyramidal cells in layer V and clusters of small pyramidal cells in layer III. But at present, no statistical
analysis at the cytoarchitectonic level has been performed to determine the transition region of the FEF
(Schmitt et al. 2003).
The search for the human FEF beyond PET and
fMRI resolutions at the cytoarchitectonic level is necessary for understanding the structural and functional
organization of the oculomotor system in humans.
Furthermore, exact location of the human FEF and
cytoarchitectonic characterization will be crucial to the
success of connectivity studies and functional investigations at the molecular level.
The patterns of gyrus–sulcus-extensions at the junction of the superior frontal sulcus and the PCS, the
distributed activation centers (Heide et al. 2001) and the
problems of inter-individual variations of the superior
and the inferior PCS interrupted by a gyrus crown demands a scrupulous step-by-step investigation of the
diﬀerent cortical parts in this and surrounding regions.

Table 1 The subdivision of BA 6 based on cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic studies in men and monkeys (modiﬁed from Schieber
1999)
Generic name

Generic abbreviation Authors
Brodmann
(1909)

Vogt and
von Bonin Barbas
Matelli
Geyer
Vogt (1919) and Bailey and Pandya et al.
et al.
(1947)
(1987, 1989) (1985, 1991) (2000)

Species

Dorsocaudal part of the
premotor cortex
Supplementary motor
area proper
Ventrocaudal part
of the premotor cortex
Dorsorostral part of the
premotor cortex
Pre-supplementary area
Ventrorostral part
of the premotor cortex

Human,
Human,
Cerocopithecus Macaca
mulatta

Human,
Macaca
mulatta

Macaca
nemestrina

Macaca
fascicularis

Macaca
nemestrina

6

6aa

FB

6Dc

F2

F2

SMA proper, SMAp 6

6aa

FB

6Dc

F3

F3

PMv-caudal, PMvc

6

6aa

FBA

6Va

F4

F4d, F4v

PMd-rostral, PMdr

6

6ab

FC

6Dr

F7

F7

pre-SMA, Psma
PMv-rostra, PMvrl

6
6

6ab
6b-a, 6b-b

FC
FCBm

MII
6Vb

F6
F5

F6
F5

PMd-caudal, PMdc
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Our objective is to develop a framework for spatial
mapping at the cytoarchitectonic level of the posterior
bank of the PCS, based on our fMRI studies, and to
present the ﬁrst results of an architectonic parcellation
of this part of BA 6.

perikarya (Fig. 2, 3, and 4). The direction of sectioning
was parallel to the lateral convexity of the right hemisphere (Fig. 1, 2).

Image acquisition and analysis

Materials and methods
Histology
The brain of a 70-year-old female (Body Donor Program, Institute of Anatomy, University of Lübeck,
Germany) was dissected 4 h after death (Fig. 1). A
whole brain immersion ﬁxation in Somogyi ﬁxans
(Somogyi and Takagi 1982) was performed for 48 h to
preserve the specimen for later immuno-histochemical
studies (Schmitt et al. 2004b). A tissue block containing
the posterior bank of the PCS was ﬁxed in the same
ﬁxans for 7 days, after which the specimen was dehydrated and then embedded in paraﬃn wax. A total of
726 sections exhibiting a thickness of 20 lm were processed and then stained by the Gallyas method for

Fig. 1 The right hemisphere of
the brain was investigated in
this study. The subdivision of
the premotor cortex into four
sectors is shown. The superior
frontal sulcus (thin yellow line),
the precentral sulcus (thin red
line), and the central sulcus
(blue line) are displayed as well.
An enlarged view of the
precentral sulcus with the terms
‘anterior bank’ and ‘posterior
bank’ is given below

All sections were digitized with a transparent ﬂat bed
scanner (Agfa, Duoscan T2500) at an internal resolution of 12.7 lm/pixel. These scans (Fig. 3a) were
preprocessed to obtain images containing only those
parts of the cortex, which were of interest (Fig. 3b).
The pial surface as the outer border and the white
matter border were delineated in each section (Fig. 3c).
This was followed by a calculation of test lines (traverses) (3d) running orthogonal through the cytoarchitectonic layers (Schmitt and Böhme 2002) to provide
a proﬁle array for each section (Fig. 3e). A proﬁle is a
distribution of gray values through which the ordinate
is oriented orthogonal to the cytoarchitectonic layers
and the abscissa indicates the intensity of pixels. The
proﬁle provides a characteristic pattern at each part of
the cortex under investigation. The distance between
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Fig. 2 a-d The steps of dissection and reconstruction are documented. The location of the precentral sulcus (PCS), superior
frontal sulcus (SFS), and the precentral gyrus (PCG) are marked in
(a). On the tissue block, which has been sectioned serially, four star
shaped markers lying on the PCG are shown in (b). Eight sections
2 mm apart with the marker lines for the PCG, PCS, and SFS

having the same colors as those in (a) are presented in (c).
Additionally, section number 100 has been marked with the stars
having the same projective location like that in (b). The same
markers, as in (b) and of section 100 in (c) are used in the 3Dreconstruction of the image stack (d). The reader is looking to the
posterior wall of the reconstructed precentral gyrus

the traverses was the same as the internal resolution of
the images.
These proﬁle arrays were statistically analyzed after
calculating diﬀerences of excess masses or areas under
the local peaks of each proﬁle using the multiple rank
test (Fig. 3f) (Schmitt et al. 2003). The statistical analysis
provided signiﬁcant (p £ 0.05) changes of the proﬁle
structure in small cortical regions, e.g., zones containing
an increase or decrease of excess mass diﬀerences. The
frequency of signiﬁcant changes of excess mass diﬀerences are displayed in interval assays for increasing
diﬀerences (upward jumps) and decreasing diﬀerences
(downward jumps) (Fig. 3f).
For each proﬁle array, a complex pattern of signiﬁcant excess mass diﬀerence changes had to be inter-

preted, because the test is unable to diﬀerentiate among
geometrical distortions introduced by extreme concavities and convexities, as well as artifacts such as tissue
cracks, folds, and staining inhomogeneities or anomalies. These potential diﬃculties can aﬀect study and
analysis results and can at present only be detected by
the observer.
With 726 proﬁle arrays to review, we limited our
analytical extractions to those arrays (1–510) derived
from sections that show a continuous progression of
cortex of the posterior wall. In Fig. 2c, section 500
shows an interrupt of the continuity of the posterior
bank of the PCS, therefore, the following sections were
not evaluated statistically. The interval assays (Fig. 3f)
displaying either signiﬁcant upward or downward jumps
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Fig. 3 a-f The steps of image
preprocessing and data
analysis: after digitizing and
pre-segmentation (a) the region
of interest (b) is transferred into
a new image. Thereafter, the
pial surface and the white
matter border are assigned
interactively (c) followed by
calculation of orthogonal
testlines, i.e., traverses (d). The
pixel intensities hit by the
traverses are transferred into
vectors, which present proﬁles
or an array of proﬁles (e). These
proﬁle arrays were statistically
analyzed by searching for
signiﬁcant changes of excess
mass diﬀerences indicated by
rectangles in the interval
diagrams of signiﬁcances (f).
The information of the interval
diagrams for decreases (down
jumps) and increases of excess
mass diﬀerences (upward jumps)
are summed up over all interval
combinations resulting in
stripes of signiﬁcances for the
proﬁle array of each section
(section numbers are shown on
the left of the stripes for
downward and upward jumps
(g). Mean locations (small
rectangles) of the stripes of
signiﬁcances (large bars) are
computed (h). In order to
determine adjacent mean
locations (i, j) of stripes of
signiﬁcances in neighboring
sections, they were merged (j).
Branches were divided and the
resulting lanes (k) were
superimposed on the stack of
proﬁle arrays (lanes of clustered
signiﬁcances)

of excess mass diﬀerences were summed up over all
intervals. The resulting stripes of signiﬁcance (Fig. 3g)
deliver an overview of the distribution and frequency of
signiﬁcances for the ROI of each section. To ﬁnd out
which signiﬁcances overlap between adjacent proﬁles or
sections, we calculated their mean. In Fig. 3h, a proﬁle

array with stripes derived from upward and downward
jumps with their calculated mean positions are shown.
Mean positions of stripes (Fig. 3i) derived from downward and upward jumps were evaluated with respect to
their locations in adjacent sections. Thus, we obtained
lanes of signiﬁcances (Fig. 3j) over the sections under
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Fig. 4 a, b Micro- and
mesoscopic views of section146,
respective sections of the upper
part of the posterior wall of the
precentral sulcus are shown. In
(a) the cytoarchitecture with
layers indicated on the left are
enlarged from the overview
shown in (b). The typical
cytoarchitectonic features of the
layers 1–6 are magniﬁed on the
upper right. The typical feature
of clusters of large pyramidal
cells, which was observed at the
anterior wall of the PCS within
the FEF was also found at the
posterior wall in layer 5.
Because layer 6 is sectioned
tangentially a clear border to
layer 5 is not visible

investigation. Lanes that lying apart were smoothed to
visualize only those zones of signiﬁcances that are concentrated in a restricted domain (Fig. 3k). A combination of these signiﬁcant lanes and their appropriate
proﬁle arrays are shown in Fig. 3l. The signiﬁcant lanes
were evaluated over sections 1–510 in order to detect
those zones where relative long lanes appear meaning
that signiﬁcant and stable structural changes occur at
similar locations over several sections (Fig. 5).
Finally, the signiﬁcant changes of cytoarchitectonic
microstructure were visualized in a three-dimensional
(3D)-reconstruction of the image stack (Fig. 6). For this
reconstruction, the images were resampled to a size of
512·512 pixels, whereby images must be homogenized in
order to reduce stronger staining inhomogeneities of
adjacent sections. The homogenization was applied to
the ﬁrst- and second-order moments of the gray value
statistic of the region that is covered by the section and
which also may contain background intensities. An afﬁne linear registration model was used after robust
principal axes transformation (Modersitzki 2004).
Rotation, translation, scaling, and shearing components
were optimized to minimize the sum of squared diﬀerences between the images. The calculated borders of the
cortical area exhibiting signiﬁcant changes were mapped
onto the surface and onto an orthogonal section of the
3D-reconstructions. Finally, the spatial distribution of
signiﬁcant upward and downward jumps of interval
combinations are visualized in two 3D-reconstructions

(Fig. 6d) displaying the detected transition regions from
the statistical point of view.
Computations and visualizations were performed by
using Matlab 6.5 (Mathworks Inc., Natiek, MA, USA)
and T3D (Fortner Research, Sterling, VA, USA) on an
Intel system operating with Linux or Windows XP.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging was done as
described in the publication of Heide et al. (2001). In this
study, triple-step stimuli and double-step stimuli were
applied to six individuals to trigger memory-guided
saccades. Furthermore, self-paced saccades in the
darkness, visually guided saccades, single-memory-guided saccades, and a spatial working memory task were
tested. The data obtained by the fMRI studies were used
for locating macroscopically the most probable region in
the postmortem brain that may contain the FEF.

Results
In the fMRI experiments, signiﬁcant activations
(p £ 0.01) of the superior and mesial PCS were observed
after performing triple-step saccades (Heide et al. 2001).
Due to the inherent limitations of resolution, it is unclear if the activation maximum is located in the anterior
or posterior bank of the PCS. More precisely, two
activation maxima have been found. The superior activation, the superior frontal eye ﬁeld (sFEF) is indicated
by a red arrow and lies directly behind the oriﬁce of the
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Fig. 5 a–c Those lanes of clustered signiﬁcances which are
overlapping are highlighted by black lines (b). There exist two
regions of overlapping signiﬁcances that are longer than other. The
ﬁrst one is enclosed by a transparent red and a yellow stripe and the
second one by a transparent blue and a green stripe. These stripes

are shown in sections 103, 130, 354, 370 (a, c) and in magniﬁed
ROIs to compare signiﬁcances with morphology. At the bottom of
(c) red arrows are pointing to layer 3 containing scattered large
pyramidals and blue ones to layer 5 exhibiting the clusters of large
pyramidals

superior frontal sulcus. The inferior activation, the
inferior frontal eye ﬁeld (iFEF) is indicated by a yellow
arrow and is located adjacent to the inferior frontal

sulcus separated by the precentral gyrus. The MNIcoordinates of the maxima of activation of the left sFEF
are 32, 48, and 4 (x: sagittal, y: coronal, z: axial) and
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Fig. 6 a–c The three
dimensional reconstruction of
the stack of images facing the
posterior wall of the precentral
sulcus (a) and an orthogonal
section through the
reconstruction (b) is presented.
The reconstruction has been
marked by two regions as
determined by signiﬁcances
indicating structural changes of
cytoarchitecture in Fig. 5. The
projection of the same region is
marked at the crown of the
precentral gyrus in the image of
the brain before the tissue block
was dissected (c). An overview
of a three-dimensional
reconstruction of signiﬁcant
downward and upward jumps
provides information of the
extension of the two disjunct
areas (d). The signiﬁcances
corresponding to the dorsal
region (red, low proﬁle
numbers) are indicated by
numbered orange arrows (1, 2)
and to the ventral region (green,
large proﬁle numbers) are
pointing green arrows (3, 4).
The ﬁrst structural change of
the dorsal region is indicated in
the downward jump
visualization (d) by an orange
arrow pointing to a stack of
signiﬁcant changes with high
spatial frequency. The ventral
transition of region 1 can be
found in the upward jump
visualization indicated by an
orange arrow. The ventral
transition of region 2 is found
in the downward jump
visualization (green arrow) and
the dorsal transition in the
upward jump visualization

of the right sFEF are 32, 52, and 0. The maxima of
activation of the left iFEF are 48, 36, and 0 and those
of the right iFEF are 44, 44, and 4.
Furthermore, activations could be observed not
only at the junction of the PCS and superior frontal
sulcus but also about 10 mm downward along the
PCS. These two small activations appeared approxi-

mately 1 cm and 2 cm, respectively, caudal from the
region where the strongest activation had been measured.
The inspection of the cytoarchitecture at the posterior bank adjacent to the location of activation, as
described above, reveals cytoarchitectonic features that
comprise similarities like those of macaque monkeys
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FEF. In a region that is located caudal to the superior
frontal sulcus within the middle and lower part of the
posterior bank of the PCS, large pyramidal cells in
layer V forming small groups of three to six cells are
conspicuous. Furthermore, clusters of large pyramidal
cells in layer III were found (Fig. 4a).
The matching of signiﬁcances (p £ 0.05 ) over all
sections revealed two pairs of accumulation of indicative measurements, one at proﬁle positions 1000
(downward jumps) and 2000 (upward jumps) and a
second at 2500 (downward jumps) and 4200 (upward
jumps) (Fig. 5). A prime signiﬁcance of the data concerning these two transition regions is that the ﬁrst
regions had the same locations beginning at section 64
and the second region starting at section 127. That
means that this structural change had a distance of
±2 mm (region 1) and ±3.2 mm (region 2) under the
crown of the precentral gyrus. Moreover, from here,
region 1 appeared over a distance of 8 mm and region
2 over a distance of 6 mm into the depth of the PCS.
Additionally, in the tissue block under investigation,
the transition region 1 was typically located around a
small notch which could be tracked down the PCS
(Fig. 4). Within region 1 delineated by the accumulations of signiﬁcances, we observed clusters of large
pyramidal cells in layer 5, which are magniﬁed in
Fig. 4a and indicated in the enlarged parts of the
investigated images in Fig. 5c. This feature was lacking
in region 2.
Further accumulations of signiﬁcances were found
at the basin of this small notch (Fig. 5). They are located in Fig. 6b, as black stripes surrounded by the red
and yellow stripes, which indicate the transition regions. These signiﬁcances were most probably caused
by the geometry of the concave-like dip. However,
others were more caudal but not to the extent that one
would have expected for a cytoarchitectonic transition
region.
The extension of these two cytoarchitectonic disjunct regions were projected on the 3D-reconstruction
of the stack of segmented and registered images
(Fig. 6). Region 1 is highlighted in red and region 2 in
green. Their lateral extensions are mapped on the surface of the precentral gyrus in Fig. 6c. Both regions are
lying in PMvc or F4. Statistical signiﬁcant changes of
excess mass diﬀerences are visualized in three dimensions to facilitate recognition of regularities in comparison to stacks of signiﬁcances as shown in Fig. 5b.
The transition regions are visible within the volume of
interest (VOI) as stacks of red, green and blue stained
rectangles containing the whole statistical information,
i.e., frequency of signiﬁcances, interval (combination of
excess mass diﬀerences), and spatial extension
(Fig. 6d). The statistical VOI of downward jumps
shows transition 1 of region 1 and the VOI of upward
jumps transition 2 of region 1. Furthermore, transition
1 of region 2 was visualized in the VOI of downward
jumps and transition 2 of region 2 in the VOI of upward jumps.

Discussion
The exact spatial location, extend and shape of the human FEF can not be determined by either structural or
functional MRI-investigations. However, fMRI-measurements of activations induced by saccadic tasks were
conducted in this study to determine the approximate
location of activations, which were observed along the
PCS either on the posterior or anterior wall. Two
maxima of activations induced by a saccadic task were
related to the sFEF and the iFEF. Additionally, small
activations were found more ventrally in the PCS. Due
to the limited resolution of the fMRI technique, it is not
clear whether the maxima of activation are located at the
anterior and/or the posterior wall.
In a ﬁrst approach, we investigated these regions
within the posterior wall of the PCS. The cytoarchitecture of the posterior bank of the inferior PCS was analyzed in consecutive sections parallel to the lateral
hemispheric convexity by a statistical analysis of changes
of excess mass diﬀerences in proﬁle arrays. Because we
obtained information of signiﬁcant changes of the
cytoarchitectonic structure within each section, this
information can be compared section-by-section in order to determine those signiﬁcances that appear regularly around the same relative location. However,
anomalies resulting from small folds (Figs. 3, 5) of the
cortical surface were preserved and those must be distinguished from structural changes emanating from the
cytoarchitectonic pattern.
The anterior and posterior bank of the PCS are divided into a dorsal or superior premotor cortex (PMd)
and a ventral or inferior premotor cortex (PMv) (Picard
and Strick 2001) (Fig. 1, Table 1). With respect to the
anterior-posterior direction, these regions are subdivided
into a part belonging to the anterior (PMd-rostral, PMvrostral) and the posterior bank (PMd-caudal, PMvcaudal) of the PCS (Rizzolatti et al. 2002) (Fig. 1, Table 1) resulting in a four-quadrants like arrangement.
Furthermore, the PMd-caudal contains a ventrorostral
or rostrolateral sector and the PMv-rostral was subdivided into three subregions (Matelli and Luppino 1996).
It should be emphasized, that the mentioned structural
and functional parcellations are based on studies in
maquace monkeys.
In contrast to the primary motor cortex, which solely
processes motor aspects of task performance, the PMd
plays a preferential role in sensory or context-dependent
processing of a task performance (Shen and Alexander
1997).
More speciﬁcally, the PMd is involved in the selection
and planning of visually guided movements (Crammond
and Kalaska 1996), which seems to be realized in a restricted subarea lying ventrorostral or rostrolateral in
the PMd-c (Fogassi et al. 1999). PMd performs sensoryto-motor transformations, which combine retinal and
eye position signals for target localization (Andersen
et al. 1985, 1990; Zipser and Andersen 1988; Bremer
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et al. 1997a, 1997b, 1998) and the combination of
movement with preparatory signals with eye position for
movement representation (Boussaoud and Bremmer
1999).
The PMv can be subdivided into three distinct regions (Gabernet et al. 1999) in the macaque monkey
brain, and it is somatotopically organized whereby axioproximal movements are generated by the caudal part
and distal movements are located more rostrally. Since
the macaque region F4 and the inferior PCS are
homologous of the PMv and the descending branch of
the inferior PCS of humans (Fadiga et al. 2000), it is
likely that these structures can be compared directly
from a functional perspective.
In general, two populations of neurons can be differentiated within the PMv, both of which are related to
movement execution but one of them has direct access to
the spinal motor apparatus (Hepp-Reymond et al.
1994). Furthermore, it was observed that there exists a
congruent relationship between the location of visual
ﬁelds and preferred arm movements (Genticulli et al.
1988).
In summary, the PMd seems to realize the interface
between eye movements and motor control, while the
PMv appears as a supplemental system of the primary
motor cortex, albeit with a modiﬁed somatotopy and
integrative subfunctions.
In this study, two regions contiguous to the activations observed in the fMRI-experiments on the posterior
bank of the PCS were detected that exhibit signiﬁcant
structural changes in comparison with adjacent parts of
BA 6 containing the dorsally and superiorly located
PMd and the ventrally and inferiorly located PMv. The
regions identiﬁed by statistical analysis of excess mass
diﬀerences are located more rostrally in the PMv (posterior bank of the PCS). We found two structurally
distinct sectors in PMv-caudal or F4. It is known that
this region has a course somatotopic motoric organization, i.e., arm and axial movements are controlled in the
upper or dorsal part and oral-facial movements in the
lower part (Gentilucci et al. 1988, 1989; Rizzolatti et al.
1988, 1990). It is most probable that the transitions of
the structural features of cytoarchitectonics of the two
regions found by us coincide with these two parts of the
PMv-caudal.
Recently, the superior part of the anterior bank
(PMd-rostral) was investigated by immunohistochemistry of nonphosphorylated neuroﬁlament, calcium binding proteins, and neuronal nuclear protein (Rosano et al.
2003) (Fig. 1). This group found a cytoarchitectonic
pattern, which is comparable with those described by
Stanton et al. (1989), i.e., large pyramidal cells in deep
layer III, small groups of three to six large pyramidal
cells in layer V at the lower half of the anterior wall,
including the fundus of the precentral gyrus. These small
groups of large pyramidal cells were never observed
within the crown or the most caudal part of the precentral gyrus and this feature in addition with the
loosely distributed large pyramidal cells in deep layer III

is considered as a typical pattern of the FEF. Nevertheless, clusters of large layer V cells appear in both
walls of the PCS (Rosano et al. 2003). This phenomenon
was also observed by us, as shown in Fig. 4.
A 3.0 T high-resolution fMRI investigation of saccadic and slow pursuit eye movements with emphasis of
BOLD-signal location and with respect to the anterior
and posterior bank was conducted (Rosano et al. 2002).
It has been shown convincingly that the maximum of
activity during saccadic eye movement is located within
the upper part and lip of the anterior wall of the superior
PCS. Pursuit eye movements produce a maximum of
activation within the fundus of the PCS.
Furthermore, pursuit eye movements have been observed to produce a slight asymmetry of activation with
a pronouncement of the right hemisphere. Activity
during saccadic and pursuit eye movements also was
observed within the posterior wall. However, the difference of signal intensity of the anterior and posterior
wall was determined to be signiﬁcant. Nevertheless,
these zones of activation at the posterior bank may be
co-activated within saccadic eye movements and for
pursuit eye movements. The transition regions found by
us match exactly into these zones of activation.
The maximum of activation of the fMRI investigation during saccading eye movements is located at the
upper half of the anterior wall with extension into the
superior frontal sulcus (Rosano et al. 2002), whereby
this region contains the feature of clustering of large
pyramidal cells in layer V typic for the FEF. Rosano
et al. (2003) found this feature also in deeper portions of
the posterior PCS wall. The later observation can be
conﬁrmed in this study. The conspicuous feature of
pyramidal cell clustering within layer V seems to be located with highest density of the upper half of the
anterior PCS wall and then with decreasing density to
the fundus of the PCS up to the posterior PCS wall.
With respect to the aggravating circumstance of interindividual variability of this region, where the frontal
superior sulcus meets the superior PCS this assumption
of the distribution of pyramidal clusters has to be
proved. It is indispensable to perform a cytoarchitectonic mapping study based on activation maxima of
visomotoric tasks and data of diﬀerent individuals,
which are transformed into a normalized brain atlas
coordinate system (Amunts et al. 2004). Nevertheless,
this appears to be a challenge because the walls of the
PCS performing a twisted way. Coronal sections
through such a gyrus landscape will oﬀer multiple, more
or less tangential sections of the walls which will render
more diﬃcult an analysis by means of cortical scanning
as presented here. However, developing a 3D scanning
of registered histological sections will facilitate the
analysis of frequently tangentially sectioned transition
regions.
The stack of sections investigated by us was not
registered before generating the proﬁle arrays, because
they have an external resolution of 7,000·3,000 pixels.
The resulting dataset is far too large for correcting
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elastic deformations using an intra-modal method
without an external reference such as a morphologic
MRI-scan of the tissue. In order to maintain spatial
relations among the proﬁle arrays, they were aligned
indirectly by selecting the start and the stop location for
the traverse generation, which have the same position in
adjacent sections.
Also, because we deﬁned the start and stop of the
outer contour line at the pial border and the inner
contour line at the white matter border, the proﬁle arrays have a suﬃcient alignment primarily for quantitative comparisons. However, it is necessary and intended
for the future to perform an aﬃne and elastic registration before proﬁle arrays will be generated. Such a registration will have to be performed carefully and
diligently since a reference-free elastic registration may
introduce unexpected distortions which may aﬀect the
statistical evaluation of the excess mass diﬀerences.
The new approach of analyzing stacks of contiguous
histologic sections at high spatial resolutions is an
eﬀective method for investigating complex cytoarchitectonics around the PCS. According to our observations typical cytoarchitectonic features of the human
FEF can be observed partly at the posterior bank of the
PCS. To determine the extension of this part of the
cerebral cortex exhibiting these features in conﬁning
gyral walls, it is necessary to investigate cytoarchitectonics in three dimensions over a series of contiguous
histologic sections. The inter-individual variability and
spatial extent of the FEF can be studied applying the
3D-approach presented here in individual brains with
consecutive normalization of the results to an atlas
brain.

Conclusions
The human premotor cortex lying around the PCS
covered mostly by Brodmann area 6 is not composed of
a homogeneous cytoarchitecture. Diﬀerent investigators
have delineated diﬀerent sectors that partly coincides
with diﬀerent functions like control of saccadic eye
movements. However, to our knowledge, there exists no
study investigating the cytoarchitecture of the precentral
walls by means of observer-independent statistical
analysis of the cytoarchitectonics in three dimensions.
Therefore, we performed a 3D analysis of the cytoarchitecture of the posterior bank of the PCS applying
statistical evaluation of excess mass diﬀerences of a region of interest of each section. The stack of digitized
histologic sections have been preprocessed by image
analysis, registered, and mapped onto a 3D-reconstruction of them. Overlapping signiﬁcances that form clusters within consecutive sections were matched to obtain
information of their spatial extension. Two signiﬁcant
regions were located at the inferior posterior wall of the
PCS covering an area of 2 mm in parallel with the lateral
convexity and 8 mm into the depth of the PCS. These

regions are most likely associated with a motoric representation of the upper extremity and oral-facial
movements. Within this study, we established a new
method for analyzing cytoarchitecture in three dimensions at high resolution.
An important challenge is expected by the determination and location of structure–function-correlations
and there inter-individual variability by mapping signiﬁcant cytoarchitectonic inhomogeneities in three
dimensions derived from diﬀerent individuals onto a
standardized atlas of the human brain.
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